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MAC (Media Access Control) Unit with Baseband Process Unit (U1) 
The TNETW1130 MAC implements the IEEE Std 802.11 MAC sublayer using both dedicated 
hardware and embedded firmware. The MAC hardware implements real-time functions, including 
access protocol management, encryption, decryption, and direct memory access (DMA) 
transferring of data between the baseband processor and the host. The eCPU runs firmware that 
manages the flow of commands and data to/from the host, performs scan-and-join operations, and 
maintains TX and RX queues, as well as a WEP key table stored in internal RAM. The eCPU can 
override many of the MAC functions that are performed 
automatically by hardware during normal operation. 
 
The baseband processor includes two primary interfaces: radio and MAC. The radio interface 
provides analog differential signals for transmitting and receiving data by means of 2.4-GHz or 
5-GHz radios. The radio interface also includes programmable RX AGC, TX power control, and 
antenna diversity. The MAC interface ensures that decoded and descrambled RX data is 
transferred to the MAC for further processing. The MAC interface also allows the MAC to transfer 
MAC protocol data units (MPDUs) to the baseband processor for encoding and transmission. The 
baseband processor provides a serial interface through which the MAC accesses registers within 
the baseband processor core. The baseband processor also provides CCA information to the 
MAC. 
 
RC2422B RF Transceiver Dual-Mode 802.11b/g IQ/IF Transceiver with Dual VCO 
Synthesizers(U8) 
The RC2422 is a fully integrated IQ transceiver specifically for use in 802.11 b/g applications. The 
RC2422 is designed to perform the IQ conversion at 374MHz IF as well as provide an RFLO and 
control logic to the RFFE (Radio Frequency Front End). The RC2422 also has an internal IQ DC offset 
calibration function for the receive IQ interface. Combined with the Radia integrated RFFE, the RC2422 
completes the Radia WLAN two-chip radio. 
The RC2422 incorporates all of the system blocks from the modem to the RFFE except for the IF 
filtering and the reference crystal. The ASIC uniquely incorporates an internal PLL reference oscillator 
where only a crystal is needed, and also provides a clock output for base-band/MAC ASICs. RC2422 
includes two synthesizers with VCOs, IQ modulator, IQ demodulator, anti aliasing filters, IF amplifiers, 
receive AGC circuit, transmit power control and serial interface.  
 
RC2326 Dual-Mode 802.11b/g RFFE ISM band(U2) 
The RC2326 is a fully integrated Dual Mode Radio Frequency Front End (RFFE) designed specifically 
for use in 802.11 b/g applications. The RC2326 is designed to perform RF up and down conversions in 
the unlicensed ISM band. Combined with the Radia RC2422 IF/IQ Tranceiver/Synthesizer, The 
RC2326 completes the Radia WLAN two-chip radio. 
The RC2326 incorporates all of the RF blocks for both the “b/g” band except for low cost ceramic filters. 
The ASIC includes the LNA, PA, mixer, bias circuitry, RX gain control, transmit coupler detector, and 



T/R switches. High integration and internal RF matching enhances performance and greatly reduce  
external part count. The only external needed for operation are RF filters and external low power DC 
switching  FETs. 
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